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**Terms:** Payment is by cash, check or money order at the conclusion of the sale. Visa and MasterCard are also accepted.

**Medical Soundness:** All sale horses have been examined by a licensed veterinarian not more than 14 days prior to the sale. All horses sell as presented and will have a negative coggins test.

**Responsibility:** The sale manager, auctioneer, ring men, or clerk do not act as agents for either the buyer or the seller. All responsibility for purchases lies between the buyer and seller.

**Changes:** Every effort has been made to assure that the catalog is accurate at the time of sale. However, all announcements or corrections made from the auction block before or at the time of the sale take precedence over all printed material.

**Withdrawal:** Michigan State University reserves the right to withdraw any horse from the sale without cause and without liability to any party.

Auctioneer: Sheridan Realty & Auction Co.  
Bill Sheridan  
517-676-9800
This natural western horse is sired by multi-National Champion Pyro Thyme SA and out of a beautiful *Bremervale Andronicus daughter. Thyme is very easy to start under saddle and will make a lovely jr western pleasure horse. She is very pretty in the bridle and has a beautiful jog and lope.
### MSU Arabesque

**Lot 4 - MSU Arabesque**

**Sire**
- Negatraz
- Pryme Thyme
- Touch A Spice
- Pyro Thyme SA
- Katz
- Holly Onfire JW
- Kailbaska

**Dam**
- Wojswal
- Emanor
- Emanacja
- MSU Abella
- Pask
- SFI Pasanta
- SF Sandria

This flashy mare is sired by multi-National Champion halter stallion Pyro Thyme SA and out of a beautiful *Emanor daughter. Arabesque has lovely gaits and will make a very pretty jr western horse.

### MSU Sweet Caroline

**Lot 5 - MSU Sweet Caroline**

**Sire**
- Negatraz
- Pryme Thyme
- Touch A Spice
- Pyro Thyme SA
- Katz
- Holly Onfire JW
- Kailbaska

**Dam**
- Ben Rabba ++/
- Ohadi Ben Rabba
- Ohadi Miss Aurab
- MSU Sweet Applause
- Fire On Ice
- Likafire
- Bolika

Caroline is very athletic and will make a very nice jr hunter. Caroline is sired by Pyro Thyme SA and out of the Ohadi Ben Rabba daughter MSU Sweet Applause. Caroline is lovely in the bridle and has been delightful to start under saddle. She will make a nice experienced amateur horse.

### MSU Elianna

**Lot 6 - MSU Elianna**

**Sire**
- *Ali Jamaal
- Jullyen El Jamaal
- Jullye El Ludjin
- Eon O
- Monogramm
- Embras
- Emilda

**Dam**
- Desperado
- Bremervale Andronicus ++++
- Bremervale Rhapsody
- MSU Echoing Song AM
- AM Sea Captain ++
- AM Echoing Sea
- Al-Marah Echenger

This is a very pretty filly. Sired by the *Jullyen El Jamaal, Eon O and out of a *Bremervale Andronicus daughter. This filly exudes Arabian horse type and will be beautiful under saddle. Elianna will be perfect for the person who wants a well-bred, pretty mare to start under saddle this fall.
**Lot 07 MSU Arielle**

*017 Bay Mare*

**Sire**
- Monogramm
- Concensus ++++/ Opalesce
- Ensignia
- Aloes
- Enaria
- Etruria

**Dam**
- Wojslaw
- Emanor
- Emanacja
- MSU Abella
- Pask
- SFI Pasanta
- SF Sandria

Arielle is by the Concensus son Ensignia and out of an *Emanor daughter. This big bodied 2 year old will be very pretty under saddle and will make a great addition to a polish breeding program. The genetics of *Monogramm, *El Paso and *Bask are close up in this mares pedigree. These genetics will produce great bodies, neck and shoulders and great hips. Perfect to outcross with any pedigree that could use these attributes.

---

**Lot 08 MSU After Midnight**

*2017 Grey Gelding*

**Sire**
- Al Lahab Gasb
- Om El Al Azeem
- Om El Beneera
- MSU Serzeem
- Emanor
- MSU Serendipity
- Pasketta

**Dam**
- Wojslaw
- Emanor
- Emanacja
- MSU After Dark
- Pask
- SFI Pasanta
- SF Sandria

After Midnight is a very pretty two year old gelding that will make a beautiful hunter. This big gelding is by MSU Serzeem and out of the *Emanor daughter MSU After Dark. After Midnight will easily mature at 15.2 plus hands. Now is a great time to buy a young prospect!

---

**Lot 09 MSU Maddox**

*2018 Grey Gelding*

**Sire**
- Gazal Al Shaqab
- Marwan Al Shaqab
- Little Liza Fame
- PA Marco
- *Padron
- Cassandra SS
- HK Camaya

**Dam**
- Desperado
- Bremervale Andronicus ++++/ Bremervale Rhapsody
- MSU Miss Moserati AM
- AM Power Raid +++/
- AM Miss Missile
- Al-Marah Missea

When MSU sells yearlings, you can be assured they are high quality yearlings. Maddox is by National Champion jr Western and two time Reserve National Champion Reining horse PA Marco and out of the beautiful *Bremervale Andronicus daughter MSU Miss Moserati. This gelding can do it all! He could halter as a youngster and then be an amazing performance horse. His pedigree is full of National Champion performance horses!
This big bodied PA Marco son will be a western pleasure super star. This is a gelding worth buying young and then starting under saddle in a year. This is an investment gelding!
The MSU HTRC is extremely fortunate to have had the opportunity to stand Multiple National Champion Reining and Western Pleasure horse PA Marco, during the last few breeding seasons. As a result of owner Connie O’Brien’s generosity, we are thrilled offer two horses by this great stallion in this sale! We are retaining several more! Many of these foals will be available at sale time for you to visit. We think you’ll agree that this dynamic, beautiful stallion has a tremendous career ahead of him. Learn more about PA Marco at pamarcoarabian.com.

Multiple National Champion in reining and western pleasure PA MARCO holds the honor of being the first son of World and National Champion Stallion *MARWAN AL SHAQAB to be named a National Champion under saddle. He combines the beauty of *MARWAN with the proven athletic heritage of his predominantly Russian dam, whose dam line has produced performance champions for five generations. PA MARCO’s tail female traces back to the iconic Russian mare *PANAMA OF TERSK, dam of 3 National winners and 5 National winner producers including multiple National Champion Western Pleasure and National Champion sire ARIUS SS+.

It All Begins With a Good Foundation

**Breeding Program Foundation:** MSU has been breeding high quality Arabian Horses since the late 1930’s. Type, Talent and Trainability have been our guiding principles. Each “T” is very important in our foundation.

**Training Foundation:** We emphasize training the horse using proper learning theory. This begins with properly halter breaking foals, starting them under saddle, clipper introduction and trailer loading. A good foundation will last a lifetime for this horse.

**Student Foundation:** We also emphasize giving students the opportunity to breed and foal out mares, work with young horses, start them under saddle, and fit and condition them, providing the student with the solid foundation they will need to become an industry leader.
Dear MSU Horse Sale Guests,

This is our 27th annual horse sale. So many great students and horses that have gone through the program over the years. Students who are currently making their mark in the industry and horses that have been successful in a variety of disciplines and all levels of competition.

With the guidance of Paula Hitzler the students have done another fantastic job of training and preparing the horses this year. The two-year-olds in this sale provide the opportunity to purchase a good young horse that you can start under saddle and enjoy for years to come. We also have some mares and geldings that are well started will make excellent performance horses.

As in years past all horses are offered without reserve. They are honestly represented and if you have questions or concerns regarding the horses or the sale please feel free to contact either Paula or Karen. Most importantly enjoy your time at MSU and talk with the students and let them know what a nice job they have done with their projects.

All the Best,

Karen Waite, Faculty Coordinator
Paula Hitzler, Farm Manager

Endowment For The Preservation of The Arabian Horse at Michigan State University

The MSU Arabian Breeding Program is the third oldest continuous Arabian horse breeding program in the United States. It is housed at the MSU Horse Teaching and Research Center. Its mission is to educate the next generation of equine industry leaders and solve industry problems through applied scientific teaching and research.

The MSU Horse Teaching and Research Center is located on 100 acres which consists of a 25 stall show and training barn, a 22 stall research and foaling barn, reproduction facility and laboratory, and a 180’ X 80’ indoor arena with a classroom complex. In addition we have added a farrier shop with 6 forges, for our reestablished farrier school.

The Endowment will support the continuation of the Arabian Horse Breeding Program and its educational mission. If you would like to contribute to this Endowment, or become a member of Friends, please contact Paula Hitzler at (517) 355-7484 or e-mail phitzler@msu.edu
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